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Created as the smallest of all the Angels, Evangel must learn that God never makes a mistake and has a purpose for
creating each of us the way that we are.

The sermon starts at We are gathered in the name of Christ, we confess our faith in Christ, we enjoy
communion with Christ. And we are His disciples. Disciples are not less than, but should not be satisfied only
as, learners. They listened and they watched and they interacted and they imitated and they obeyed. We are
followers of Christ, followers of the followers of Christ, that is our identity. And we work, with words and
with our lives, to see more people become followers of Christ. That is our mission. We are still called to make
disciples. This is the calling of every Christian, not just some. A church is an assembly of disciples, learning
how to follow Christ better and being encouraged and equipped to help others follow Christ better. Our
discipleship efforts happen within the church, not just getting someone into the church. Those who are being
conformed to Christ are also building up the body of Christ Ephesians 4: The Discipleship Target The
following paradigm is simple, but profitable for equipping the saints for the work of ministry. We are all
somewhere on the path of Christlikeness, and so we all need encouragement and training for our part of the
work. There are three levels, three general contexts. We are, Trinity Evangel Church. Evangelizing is telling
others that news. We have a message of forgiveness, a message of reconciliation ultimately with God, but
even with other image-bearers of God. Those who hate God hate those who represent God, so relationships are
messed up vertically and horizontally. This is the largest, outermost circle on the target because this is where
most people in the world are. The message of disciples is not first a message of culture changing, it is a
message of salvation, purchased on a cross. Evangelism does not require memorizing an outline, but it does
require courage to tell others that there is only one way to peace with God. It happens even in the church, since
not all who profess Christ actually are possessed by Christ. Edification When a man believes, he is like a
newborn baby. He needs to grow, to mature, and to learn to obey all that Christ commanded. One of the
favorite words, especially of Paul, is the word edify. It means to build, construct, to strengthen. One must have
a foundation to build on, which is belief in Christ, and then one must build the structure. All Christians need to
be edified; no one matures past that. All Christians should be easily edified, though that is often not the case.
And all Christians ought to be part of the work of edifying. This is another inescapable principle. It is not
whether or not you are edifying others, it is whether you are edifying others well or not. The body imagery in
1 Corinthians 12, that we will get to not too far from now in our study of that epistle, as well as in Ephesians
4, describes the reality that each person is a part of the body, that each part of the body does something
different, and that each part of the body is valuable. Now how do you know how to build up one another? How
do you know how to edify another part of the body? If they think about edification at all, they think about
being edified by someone else, and if they see a part of the body that is weak er , they figure someone else,
more qualified, will attend to it. When it comes to weakness, immaturity, foolishness, it is much easier not to
see. Equipping This is the smallest circle, but it is also the center of the target. Equipping can be a part of
edifying, but it includes not just strengthening another person for their run of obedience but also giving
strategies for the person to strengthen another person. The shepherds and teachers of a church are given for
this purpose: The equipping comes in teaching on the Why and the What, it comes in reminders and
accountability, it comes in modeling and in assignments, it comes in handing over and backing off from
certain responsibilities. It also requires knowing where others are at, what they are weak at, what their gifts
and interests and capabilities are, and knowing how to send them in the right direction. There are some general
tools that everyone needs, and there are always specific applications that need more attention. But readiness to
apply the Bible, to obey and represent the Lord, requires more encouragement and equipping than what takes
place on a Sunday morning alone. But the church is responsible to equip disciples for their many
responsibilities in the world. If you want to pick up a large meatball, you need a multi-pronged fork. A small,
single-pointed toothpick is good for a mini-meatball, but not the mega-sized. Life to Life Groups Paul talked
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about his ministry in public and from house to house Acts Undoubtedly he visited with individual families,
but sometimes a house had multiple families meeting together. We could illustrate it as the ground war that
works together with the air war. The small groups also provide a place for deeper relationships to develop.
Men to Men and Titus 2 These meetings focus on talking shop. Likewise for the men. It is not really the
responsibility of wives to tell their husbands that they are not as mature as they should be. As men think about
all the spheres in which God has given them responsibilities, it is profitable to be together and talk about. It
does not seem as if these meetings are keeping our men or women from fulfilling their duties, but rather
training and encouraging and sharpening them for their duties. The afterglows occur after Sunday evening
services, sometimes for serious discussion and sometimes for fun. The retreat happens once a year and
provides additional windows into the spiritual state of our students. Annual Seminar, Events, Conferences,
Etc. We have other events such as an Independence Day Extravaganza, Christmas Morsels, with intentionally
silly-names for a serious purpose. We also have organized trips to different conferences, T4G, Grace Agenda.
These provide more structured opportunity to be encouraged and be together in our thinking. Conclusion
Being together, as the body of Christ, with gladness and singleness of heart Acts 2: Building together, until the
body of Christ is fully grown Ephesians 4: Perhaps some will object. Even if you use other words, Matthew
To object to the target is to object to following Jesus. Objecting to the target is objecting to discipleship. If you
were flipping through a garden catalog, you would not find a tall and flourishing and fruitful vine without
some sort of supporting trellis. For that matter, flipping through the pages of the New Testament provides us
with some examples to apply. What is your vision of the vine? What about just your own health and growth
and fruit? On earth, the process has begun, this is where God wants us for now, and so we are benefited by the
Bible and by the other parts of the body poking at our wee picture of discipleship. Ask a friend to break your
small frame so you can see more. But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
To him be the glory both now and to the day of eternity.
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Chapter 2 : Evangel the 19th angel
Evangel the Smallest Angel. 21 likes. Evangel was created the smallest of all the angels and given the responsibility of
watching over the children and.

PG - "Angelcakes, are you going to introduce us to your slayer? The tension between the two warriors fills
him until he has only one way to release it. Dawn backs away slowly from the singing demon, glancing
nervously around the room. She briefly thinks about going to her sister but instead moves over to sit down
between her parents, twisting her hands nervously. Silent Joe and scarce with the words. Most of the room
looks confused. Xander jumps to his feet. Then she remembers a visit to L. The smile fades off her face. The
ants go marching one by one, the little one stopsâ€¦. The ants go marching one by one, hoorah, hoorah. The
ants go marching one by one, the little one stops to suck its thumb and they all go marching down, to the
ground, to get out of the rain. Kathleen sings another verse. Maureen and Dawn are sitting next to Kathleen
and Dickie has moved over to sit between Elizabeth and Buffy. Faith rolls her eyes. Lorne shakes his head.
Elliot ignores his partner, boss, wife, and kids and heads towards the door. And the small laugh develops into
a full-blown belly laugh until he has to lean against the wall for support. After a few moments, the laughter
dies out and he sinks down the wall, burying his face in his hands. He looks up when he feels his daughter
wrap her arms around him. And now she has a purpose. Cordy swallows a little bit of fear but presses on.
Cordy spins around to glare at the slayer. And it took him trying to end the world before you did anything
aboutâ€¦.. I would have given up everything I had to beâ€¦I loved him more than I will ever love anything in
this life and I put a sword through his heart because I had to. There are three people in the world that can give
her a good fight; one she patrols with nightly and has grown bored with fighting. Bobby smiles, shaking his
head. Xander rolls his eyes. Giles nods his agreement. Someone as watchful as yourself would worry about
that risk. There are also one or two dark wizards that could too. Giles yet again sighs. Why kill them when you
can make their lives a living hell. Not that Spike could do much damage, with his chip, but it would be an easy
way to return Faith to her old ways. The chip works on any human, slayer or not. Faith stands up, allowing
Spike to move out from under her. Spike grips the handle of the knife in his hand and then before anyone can
stop him, he hurls it across the room at Willow. Angel grabs the frozen knife, spinning around to glare at his
grandchilde. We left it all in the lobby. He would be too easy for Angelus to manipulate. She thinks she owes
me too much. Yes, there is a chance that you might loose your soul but we are well prepared for that. An
adjoining door between the family rooms was put in a few years ago. They are close to being extinct though
and indigenous to South America. The chances of finding in the states is very small.
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Chapter 3 : The Smallest Angel (theinnatdunvilla.com) - The Smallest Angel - Richard Seib
Evangel the Smallest Angel by Rick Gray, Coral Gray Created the smallest of all the angels, Evangel was very unhappy
in his heavenly home. Find out what God does about it.

PG - "Spike, wake up. And who they are, I have no idea either. Or where we are. They look at each other and
then back at the watchers. Giles works for the council and Wes used to. He is not missing nor has he been
kidnapped. And nobody is going to alert the authorities otherwise. Gunn can take care of himself but Lorne,
Cordy, and Fred, not so much. Buffy looks at Willow, the door, back at Willow, and then at Dawn. She flings
the door open, bracing herself for an attack. Can you come back tomorrow? Bobby, you can ride with Olivia
and dad you bring the kids. Bobby glares at him. She taps her foot impatiently, glaring at the door. Elliot looks
away from his daughter to the tall, blonde man in a crisp, clean army uniform. Dad, this is my ex-boyfriend
Riley Finn and his wife, Sam. The general nods and follows the District Attorney into his office, his two
guards right behind him. He himself feels it too, but a hundred years of having homicidal urges and then
dealing with the guilt those urges bring enables him to push it away. He knows Spike is still having problems
dealing with his soul and as much as he dislikes the younger vampire, he is family. Angel sighs and runs a
hand through his hair. Riley, Sam, and the two guards are standing behind him them while Lionel and Alex
stand to the side. The SVU detectives, captain, and Bobby finish out the group, leaning back against the wall
by the door. Miss Rosenburg and Miss Summers are witnesses and I should have the right to ask them any
questions I want to. She flips it open and presses it to her ear, ignoring the looks she gets. Secondly, I meant
capitol as in capitol of the United States. The only way we would be seeingâ€¦.. Riley, you know what
happened last time. How can you evenâ€¦.. Why do you think you got your orders right after Giles got
permission for me to move here? If you want to do this, fine, go ahead. But I will wait until it spreads onto the
streets before I stop it. Am I lying, Riley? I am so not purposefully doing another cliffhanger, it just kinda
ended up that way, sorry. But I had to go to bed and I figured everyone would be happy with something rather
than nothing.
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Chapter 4 : Â» Building TogetherTrinity Evangel Church
Evangel - the Smallest Angel - Kindle edition by Coral Gray, Rick Gray, Aaron Headley. Download it once and read it on
your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading
Evangel - the Smallest Angel.

Text and Photography by Budd Davisson, Air Progress , November, Sometimes You get to do something
really cool, and flying the Evangel in South America was one of the best As we turned final, my heart nearly
stopped because it was wedged solidly against the back of my teeth. We had the gear down and were pointed
at this ridiculously tiny box canyon. The sweat running down my legs was starting to pool in my boots as I
looked back between the seats at all the junk packed behind us: We crept over the first row of trees and Ron
slowly brought the throttles back and started to flare. I thought about my wife and child. I thought about the
five bucks I owed a friend. The trees were staring down on us as the tires thumped onto the runway, and I
instinctively slid my feet up on the rudder pedals to help Ron smash the brakes to the floor. Then a crazy
miraculous thing happened we stopped moving. When test flying a STOL airplane from a 3,foot runway, it
makes little difference that it uses only feet because you still have lots of room left. And the Evangel definitely
inspires the comic in all of us. But somehow, when I was standing miles out in the jungle, swatting gnats that
mistook me for a banana, and measuring off runways that were as short as feet, those fantastically funny
metaphors were neither funny nor appropriate. The Evangel will not send devotees of sleek and beautiful
aircraft into a frenzy, but, when it comes to doing the STOL thing, it is one fantastic piece of hardware. Where
he and his fellow missionary pilots were flying, if an engine even coughed you stood a good chance of
becoming dinner for something wet and slimy. Above all, it had to be functional. The South American
interpretation of "functional" is that an airplane has to be able to pogo-stick its way in and out of tiny airstrips,
but the average Tijuana teenager has to be able to fly and maintain it. The Stateside definition of STOL
includes slats, slots, flaperons, fences, cuffs and all sorts of fancy add-on stuff that can go wrong. Not so the
Evangel. It gets its leapfrog STOL characteristics from a fat wing and two hp Lycomings-nothing complicated
to foul up. As far as maintenance goes, the airframe is so incredibly simple, most parts can be made by
bending flat sheet over a table edge. When I looked closely, I noticed lots of little patches on the outside of the
skin that were actually doublers and clips. The main gear legs are identical and can be swapped left for right.
The full-swivel tailwheel just sits back there, centered by bungees, keeping the tail up out of the dirt. I
discovered my only consistent gripe about the airplane immediately upon trying to get into it. There is no step,
so you have to open the door there is one on either side of the cabin , then hoist your posterior up on the wing
using the fuselage and nacelle as parallel bars. Then you take a feet-first leap into the cockpit from your perch
on the wing. These gymnastics got to be a real drag after a while, though. I asked Ron what would happen if
we lost an engine. He replied the obvious: That was good because the mountains between us and Lomalinda
were over 10, feet MSL and covered with clouds. The rest of the world knows them as the Andes. Evangel is
now certifying a turbocharger installation that should reduce the pucker factor of this type of flying
considerably. I have to admit to being a tad let down at seeing Lomalinda because it was so civilized. I had
been leafing through old copies of National Geographic and had visions of thatched huts, head hunters and
pythons. Lomalinda is a thriving little missionary city in the flatlands miles south-east of Bogota scary
minutes by air, and nine grueling hours by car. The SIL uses the airplane to fly their two-man or woman teams
of experts in and out of the jungles where they live part time with the tribes. They study and record the native
languages so they can translate various educational and agricultural books for the Indians. They try to make
supply runs to the dozen or so SIL teams in the bush once a week, although they may end up bouncing across
the jungle anytime in response to a radio plea for supplies or medical assistance. When Mortensen designed
his airplane, he knew that maintenance would have to be simple enough to be done with pliers and some
bailing wire, so everything is easy to get at and easy to fix. The hp Lycomings are housed in foot lockers
cantilevered off each wing and are easy to get to. The seating accommodations in the rear are eight cushions
that you position against the wall and belt yourself into. The front seat was at least as uncomfortable as a
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clothes hamper, but I understand current models are better. The cockpit is as homey as a Patton tank. No
curves, no ABS plastic panel cover, no vinyl seat covers. It looked like a herd of butter knives stuck in a loaf
of aluminum bread. And of course, in true bush-pilot fashion, it uses a he-man stick rather than a control
wheel. I had no feeling of being over jungle until we were well on our way to cache our gas barrel at the strip
at Utoya. I looked down at a dirt road under us and commented to Ron that if worse came to worse, we could
land on a dirt road. He smiled slightly and told me that would be the last road we would see for almost miles.
He also said all the water was full of piranhas. As far as the eye could see, a level green layer of trees stretched
out, broken only occasionally by a river. In the distance we could clearly see some flat-top hills, and a quick
measurement with the plotter showed them to be an incredible 95 miles away. The compass and ADFs were
the primary navigation aids. This was the first time I had ever flown with an HF radio and it is the most
incredible form of communication I have ever seen. While we were out over the jungle, he kept a constant
narrative going with the radio. He would report his position over such and such-a rock formation that was
usually so small I could hardly see it-and his ETA over the next known checkpoint. He even reported when he
started his takeoff runs so if he stuffed it in they would know immediately. The SIL had established their own
form of flight-following so the base knew where the Evangel was at all times. The foot strip at Utoya was
where I first saw the Evangel perform as a bush plane. We were close to gross weight. Ron started letting
down and pumped his gear and flaps out. Then before he set up a pattern to this slit in the jungle, he slowed to
near stall speed and felt for the stall buffet. This way he knew exactly what his stall speed was for this weight.
He fixed that number in his mind and made his approach accordingly. I followed him through because I knew
somewhere along the line, I would have to do this same thing. Utoya was definitely a one-way strip. One end
had foot trees while the other had little foot ones, so you had to land into the big ones and take off away from
them. We came down the chute at a little over 70 mph IAS and touched down in the first feet. Even though we
were skating down into a tremendous dip, normal braking got us stopped in not much more than feet. When
the props ticked to a stop after turning around at the end of the run-way, I was startled to see small brown
bodies coming out of the bush on either side of us. Some were wearing cast-off dresses or trousers while
others sported the traditional breech cloth. To them, the Evangel was the Flying Canoe, and the rolling runway
hacked out of the jungle was its resting place. They showed no fear of it, but rather accepted it as we accept
Apollo rockets: After I had fallen out of the cockpit, one of our passengers lunged at me with a can of
insecticide. I noticed the natives used some sort of mud or charcoal mixture for the same purpose. Utoya is
home to Dave and Jan Whistler, the local SIL translating team, who share the jungle around the airstrip with a
couple of dozen native families. Whistler got some of them to help wrestle the gallon barrel out of the cabin so
we could refuel on the way back. The four-foot double cargo doors of the Evangel came in handy then. I spent
the next several days being impressed by the Evangel. We went into runways as short as feet with loads
varying from half to full, and not once did the Evangel need much more than half the available runway for
landing. The takeoffs were interesting because VMC. The handbook, which is one of the most thorough ever
compiled on an airplane, lists takeoff distances at various weights and liftoffs of 65, 70 and 75 mph. It also
gives correction factors for soft runways and tailwinds. Ron referred to the book religiously, computing his
density altitude often, and we almost never used more than to feet to get off. Little by little, I got to try my
hand at being a bush pilot and I found the Evangel made it almost easy. Initially, you have to depend on
brakes for directional control, but the huge tail gets effective pronto. The best rate-of-climb speed is 95 mph,
which really pokes the nose up in the dive. We almost never climbed at less than 1, fpm, regardless of load,
and the temperature was close to degrees most of the time. During landing, I came to really appreciate having
a stick control, rather than the conventional wheel. The kind of runways and approaches, as well as the general
feeling of the airplane, made you feel as if you should be flying a Super Cub, and the stick seems to be more
appropriate than a wheel. It also gives a feeling of more precise control over the bird. A three-point landing
using the normal approach of 80 mph was duck soup and the superslow short jobs were only slightly more
difficult. With all the flaps hanging out and a mph approach, very little power is needed to control the
glideslope. The only thing that must be watched is forgetting how long the gear is and bouncing because of
flaring too late. The single-engine characteristics are just as dumpy as the airplane itself. When one engine is
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shut down, you have all day to do something about it, unlike some high-performance twins that try to bite their
tails when one quits. Ron gave me some bush-pilot training on losing an engine on takeoff and I found we
could easily recover and fly away, regardless of our takeoff speed, as long as we had about feet of altitude to
spare. Shoving the nose down gave us 80 mph, and the other engine would eventually get us up to the mph
single-engine climb speed. It will eventually get up to its advertised 6,foot ceiling, but the last 1, feet is a long
time coming. The forthcoming turbocharged version should have a better climb rate and single-engine ceiling,
so will be a more useful air-plane.
Chapter 5 : Flying the Evangel bush twin
Evangel the Smallest Angel added a new photo.
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